RESEARCHING RWANDA

Start your research with these online databases

- **HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS** - Scholarly journal articles
- **PAIS INTERNATIONAL** - public affairs articles and documents
- **VISUAL HISTORY ARCHIVE** - Testimony videos from survivors

To access these and other resources visit [https://www.lib.umn.edu/indexes/h](https://www.lib.umn.edu/indexes/h)

Start with these suggested databases, as well as books on the topic. The University of Minnesota Libraries has hundreds databases on a wide range of subjects. Be sure to explore our subject menus and if your research is in-depth, arrange to meet with a librarian.

---

**Recommended Books**

www.lib.umn.edu

Amnesty in the age of human rights accountability: comparative and international perspectives

Francesca Lessa; **Leigh A Payne**

New York : Cambridge Univ Press 2012

Law Library General Collection (K5132 .A46 2012 )

From human rights to international criminal law: studies in honour of an African jurist, the late Judge Laity Kama = Des droits de l’homme au droit international pénal : etudes en l’honneur d’un juriste africain, feu le juge Laity Kama

Leiden ; Boston : M. Nijhoff c2007

Law Library General Collection (K5301 .F75 2007 )

Unsettling accounts: neither truth nor reconciliation in confessions of state violence (The cultures and practice of violence series)

**Leigh Payne**


Law Library General Collection (JC328.6 .P39 2008)

We cannot forget: interviews with survivors of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda

**Genocide in Darfur: investigating the atrocities in the Sudan**

Samuel Totten; Eric Markusen

New York : Routledge c2006

Wilson Library General Collection (DT159.6.D27 G464 2006)

More Recommended Resources

**Accounting for horror: post-genocide debates in Rwanda**

Nigel Eltringham

London ; Sterling, Va. : Pluto Press 2004


**Africa and the diaspora**

Susan M. Thomson

Madison : University of Wisconsin Press c2013

Wilson Library General Collection (DT450.44 .T46 2013 )

**After “Rwanda”: in search of a new ethics** / Jean-Paul Martinon / Amsterdam, Netherlands : Editions Rodopi 2013

Wilson Library General Collection (BJ1533. H9 M37 2013 )

**Blood and soil: a world history of genocide and extermination from Sparta to Darfur** / Ben Kiernan / New Haven : Yale University Press c2007

Wilson Library General Collection (HV6322.7 .K54 2007)

**Christianity and genocide in Rwanda**

African studies series

Timothy Paul Longman

Cambridge, England ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2010

Available at TC Wilson Library General Collection (DT450.435 .L66 2010 )

(List is continued on other side)
Recommended Books, continued

The cohesion of oppression: clientelism and ethnicity in Rwanda, 1860–1960
Catherine Newbury
New York: Columbia University Press 1988

Eyewitness to a genocide: the United Nations and Rwanda
Michael N. Barnett
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .H3914 2005)

The Gacaca courts, post-genocide justice and reconciliation in Rwanda: justice without lawyers
(Philadelphia studies in law and society) Philip Clark 1979–Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press 2010
Law Library General Collection (KTD454 .C57 2010)

Genocide lives in us: women, memory, and silence in Rwanda
Women in Africa and the diaspora / Jennie E. Burnet Madison, Wis.: The University of Wisconsin Press 2012
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.44 .B87 2012)

Genocide: truth, memory, and representation
Wilson Library General Collection
(HV6322.7 .G74 2007)

Journey into darkness: genocide in Rwanda
(Texas A & M University military history series; 100) Thomas P. Odom (Thomas Paul), 1953–1st ed. College Station: Texas A&M University Press c2005
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .O34 2005)

The land beyond the mists: essays on identity and authority in precolonial Congo and Rwanda
David S. Newbury
Athens: Ohio University Press 2009
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT665. K58 N49 2009)

Machete season: the killers in Rwanda speak: a report
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .H3914 2005)

The order of genocide: race, power, and war in Rwanda
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .S765 2006)

Overcoming evil: genocide, violent conflict, and terrorism
Ervin Staub
New York: Oxford University Press 2011
Wilson Library General Collection
(HM1126 .S73 2011)

A problem from hell: America and the age of genocide
Samantha Power
1st Perennial ed. New York: Perennial 2003
Wilson Library General Collection
(HV6322.7 .P69 2003)

Propaganda, war crimes trials, and international law: from speakers’ corner to war crimes
Predrag Dojčinović
Law Library General Collection
(KZ1168.5 .P76 2012)

Remaking Rwanda: state building and human rights after mass violence
Critical human rights
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.44 .R46 2011)

Rwanda and genocide in the twentieth century
/ Alain Destexhe
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .D4713 1995)

The Rwanda crisis: history of a genocide
Gérard Prunier
New York: Columbia University Press c1995
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .P78 1995)

Shake hands with the devil: the failure of humanity in Rwanda
Roméo Dallaire
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 .D34 2002)

To Rwanda and back: liberation, spirituality and reconciliation
Mary C. Grey
London: Darton Longman & Todd 2007
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.435 G74 2007)

Textbooks and quality learning for all: some lessons learned from international experiences
series: Studies in comparative education (Paris, France) / Cecilia Braslavsky; Katya Hall; Unesco.; International Bureau of Education.
Wilson Library General Collection
(LB3045 .T497 2006)

The UN international criminal tribunals: the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and Sierra Leone
William A. Schabas
Cambridge University Press 2006
Online access; print: Law Library Racked--Ask at Circ Desk
(KZ6310 .S334 2006)

Unspoken truths: transitional justice and the challenge of truth commissions
Priscilla B. Hayner
2nd ed. New York: Routledge 2011
Wilson Library General Collection
(JCS80 .H39 2011)

Violent conflict and the transformation of social capital: lessons from Cambodia, Rwanda, Guatemala, and Somalia
Conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction /
Wilson Library General Collection
(HN980 .C64 2000)

War crimes, genocide, and justice: a global history
David M. Crowe
Wilson Library General Collection
(HV6322.7 .C76 2014)

Whispering truth to power: everyday resistance to reconciliation in postgenocide Rwanda
Susan M. Thomson
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press c2013
Wilson Library General Collection
(DT450.44 .T497 2013)

Women and war in Rwanda: gender, media and the representation of genocide
Georgina Holmes
Wilson Library
(DT450.435 .H65 2014)

WEB SITES
Jens Meierhenrich
www.kigaligenocidememorial.org/old/index.html

The Kigali memorial
www.kigaligenocidememorial.org/old/index.html